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Minutes of the Standing Conference on Problems Associated with the 
Coastline (SCOPAC) held in Hurstwood Room, Public Service Plaza, Civic 
Centre Road, Havant, Hampshire PO9 2AX on 18 September 2015 commencing 
at 10.30 am

Present:  A list of those present is appended to these minutes 

13 Minutes 

It was RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 16 January 2015 
be set as a correct record.

14 Apologies 

Apologies were received from

Andy Gilham, Bryan Turner, Lyall Cairns, Nick Hardiman, Scott Mills, Tim 
Adams, Rachel Pearson, Richard Austin, James Addicott, Neil Watson, 
roger Barrow, Will Shields, Stevyn Ricketts, Peter Marsden, Cllr D Guest, 
Cllr K Smith, Cllr J Branson, Cllr X Dion and Cllr Roebuck.

15 Consideration of 2014/15 Accounts 

Fiona Smith and Andrew Cox were welcomed by the Chairman to present 
the 14/15 SCOPAC and SCG accounts to members and officers.

Questions were raised over the underspend in the budget and additional 
profit outlined and were advised that the underspend was due to Chairmen 
not claiming their allowances and profit was due to additional unforeseen 
subscriptions.

Officers and members expressed thanks to the Chairmen for not drawing 
their allowances throughout the year.

The Chairman thanked Fiona and Andrew for presenting the budget.

16 Business Plan 15-16 and 16-17 



Matt Hosey introduced the proposed business plan to SCOPAC.

The main areas that were discussed included:

 Maintaining efficiencies of 10%
 The Usefulness of workshops that took place
 The necessity of sharing good practice and promoting shared 

knowledge
 The possibility of including ‘incident response’ as a theme in the 

business plan.

Members raised concerns over funding for SCOPAC and SCG and were 
advised that at it’s level at the time, funding was sustainable for all themes in 
the business plan.

17 Presentation of CITiZAN initiative 

Lauren Tidbury, CITiZAN Archaeologist for Training, was invited to present to 
SCOPAC on the CITiZAN project. 

Lauren outlined that CITiZAN was a project that focused on nationally 
important, exposed archaeological sites including prehistoric forests, Roman 
buildings, ancient salt-working sites, lost medieval ports, fishing settlements, 
coastal defences from both World Wars and countless abandoned boats, 
barges and ships. The CITiZAN project  aim to deliver community-based 
training to create an infrastructure and network of volunteers with skills and 
systems to record and monitor archaeological sites. 

Partners of the project included Heritage Lottery Fund, Natural England and the 
Crown Estate. It was advised that this was a national project that was looking to 
extend its scope to include West Sussex, Hampshire and the Isle of Wight.

Members of SCOPAC were advised on the CITiZAN website, Citizan.org.uk 
and the useful information it contained and were encouraged to look.

18 R&D Programme 



Sam Cope, Chairman of the Research Sub-Group, presented the group with 
the 5 year research plan. It was advised that SCG officers had submitted 
research proposals that had been collated and ranked by the research 
subgroup. These were then presented to SCOPAC.

There were 9 projects that SCG were hoping to fund and were ranked in order 
of most beneficial:

 Timber Groyne Maintenance Manual
This was continuing on from Andrew Bradbury’s work, but would no 
longer sit as a manual specific to the areas of the South Coast but would 
look to address issues nationally.

 Dismantling Timber Groynes.

 Contaminated Land Study
this would look to investigate contaminated land areas. This study was 
already used by the East Solent Coastal Partnership and the SCG would 
look to extend it to the entire SCOPAC region.

 Design Guidance for Mixed Sand and Shingle Beaches.
This study aimed to focus on case studies of the SCOPAC coastline and 
address any design issues that were present. It was noted that this study 
may not have funding to go ahead depending on central government 
priorities.

It was considered that the design guide would be highly beneficial for the 
SCOPAC region and it was proposed that SCOPAC write a letter of 
support for this study

It was RESOLVED that SCOPAC would write a letter of support for the Design 
Guide for Mixed Sand and Shingle Beaches.

 Quantifying Sediment Budgets of Ebb Deltas

 Historical Photograph Scanning
It was highlighted that in order to understand future coastal change, 
looking at the past may help. Lauren Tidbury of CITiZAN advised that 
English Heritage may have a database of pictures.

 Vegetated Shingle Project
This study would focus on the hirst spit and investigate positive and 
negative impacts of maintenance of vegetated shingle beaches.

 Effectiveness of Precast Technologies on Low Height Sea Walls
This project would review [proprietary technologies for low height 
retaining sea walls against a range of sites with their benefits and 
limitations.



 Preston Beach – Weymouth, Tracer Study
This would be used as a contribution to a larger tracer study at Preston 
Beach

19 Coastal Monitoring Update 

Nick Lyness was invited to provide a coastal monitoring update to the group.
The update included details of:

 Sensitivity to budget cuts
 South East CMP had gone to tender
 Ecological Mapping tender would go out in October 2015
 Annual Partners meeting would take place in October 2015, an 

agenda for this meeting would be made available to officers if 
requested.

The Chairman thanked Nick Lyness for his informative udate.

20 Round Table Review of all Projects 

The Chairman led a round table discussion of all projects taking place within 
the SCOPAC region and asked officers and members to comment on any work 
taking place in or around their respective coastline.

The following projects were discussed:

 The ESCP was continuing coastal defence works at Portchester, North 
Portsea and Southsea.

 Bournemouth were dealing with beach management plans and advised 
Bournemouth Borough Council had Elkie and Greenheart timber wood 
for sale.

 Havant Borough Council advised they were dealing with the beach 
management plan at Eastoke.

 Southampton City Council advised they were investigating flood defence 
increases along the river Ichen.

 West Dorset and Weymouth Councils advised the Weymouth bay flood 
defence study was nearing completion – results would be published 
when possible.

 Isle of Wight Council advised their Coastal Strategy was nearing 
completion.

The Chairman thanked the officers and members for their input into the 
discussion. 

21 AOB 



Sam Cope advised that an efficiencies workshop would take place in early 
2016 – details would be circulated as soon as practicable.

It was also highlighted that Stuart Terry had been nominated and approved 
as Vice-chairman to the Southern Coastal Group.

22 Dates of Future Meetings 

The group were advised that the next SCG meeting was scheduled for the 
11th December 2015 and the next SCOPAC meeting was scheduled for the 
15th January 2016

The meeting commenced at 10.30 am and concluded at 12.45 pm
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National Coastal Overview Update  

                   December 2015 
 

Refreshing the Coastal Strategic Overview 

The Coastal Refresh is focusing on 3 main themes: 1) improving our understanding of risk, including 
asset information, SMP risk 'hotspots' and underlying data; 2) governance, including Coastal Groups 
and; 3) readiness for another incident.   
 
1) Understanding risk: We have discussed some of the key risk areas around the coast in Coastal 
Groups, and with their Chairmen at our national meeting. We are now exploring the potential to 
commission a more systematic review which can lead to key risk areas being mapped and issues 
summarised for Risk Management Authorities in a more bite-sized way. This work is dependent upon 
funding being found, and any outputs would form the basis for further discussion in Coastal Groups 
themselves.  
 
2) Bryan Curtis is drawing together results from recent consultation with Coastal Group Chairs on 
Terms of Reference and progress since 2008, which will be discussed with Defra in the new year. 
 
3) Incident readiness work has recently focussed on supporting the review of capabilities by Brigadier 
Matt Jones. 
 

National Coastal Monitoring Programme 

The National Coastal Monitoring Programme Strategy Appraisal Report (StAR) has been approved by 
Toby Willison, Executive Director of Operations. However, in the context of efficiencies applied across 
the capital programme to all FCRM work, the monitoring programme will receive an indicative 
allocation of £23 million for the next five years (2016/17 - 2020/21) instead of approximately £26.2 
million originally requested. The regional programme leads have agreed that this allocation should be 
apportioned between regions in the same way as set out in the StAR, with a proportionate cut to reflect 
the reduced allocation.   
 
There is flexibility as to how this allocation will be apportioned across the five years, and an indicative 
expenditure profile has been produced by the Project Executive and Project Manager. The first year of 
the programme will be fully funded to the value requested in the StAR, with subsequent years 
experiencing lower funding. RFCCs will be informed of this approach in the RFCC Chairs meeting on 
17th December, in order to explore the potential to address some of the shortfall through Local 
Choices. 
 
A letter will be sent in December to each regional programme lead authority confirming approval and 
the allocation. The allocation for 2016/17 will be finally approved by Environment Agency Board in 
February 2016. 
 

NCERM Updates 

We are starting to update our National Coastal Erosion Risk Map (NCERM) data and online 
information. CH2M, who produced the Risk Assessment of Coastal Erosion methodology underpinning 
NCERM and who delivered the original NCERM product for the Environment Agency, are contracted to 
deliver three annual updates between 2016 and 2018. 
 



 

You will have received a briefing from your Coastal Group Chair about this project. A data request 
covering information required to inform this project will follow imminently, and your co-operation with 
the project is appreciated. This data request should not be onerous to you and there will be further 
opportunities in subsequent update years to refine the NCERM information further.  
 
The priority for 2015/16 is East Anglia, where we would like to publish NCERM online in 2016: local 
authorities in East Anglia and Lincolnshire areas should explore approval procedures involved in 
enabling NCERM data publication now to ensure a smooth process in February-March 2016.  
 

State of the Nation - Coastal Asset Data Improvement 

The 'State of the Nation' National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) project is currently 'paused', 
allowing time to review and update coastal asset information and to improve data and modelling where 
appropriate. A Continuous Defence Line (CDL) has been developed for use in SoN, which has been 
created using information on coastal and estuarine assets. However, we want to improve this data 
further.   
 
You will have received a briefing from your Coastal Group Chair about this project. A data request 
covering information required to inform this project will follow imminently, and your co-operation with 
the project is appreciated. This data request will be packaged with the NCERM request described 
above. This request is focussed on reviewing and improving the crest level and defence type data of a 
limited number of assets (generally those primarily addressing flood risk) not included in AIMS.  
 
The information provided will be stored on the CDL and will be used to support future NaFRA 
modelling as well as other modelling including NaFRA2.  The continuous defence line will be available 
under licence for use on EA and other Risk Management Authority projects and may become open 
data in the future.  

 

National Trust - Shifting Shores 

The National Trust has been reviewing its own performance against goals set out in its 2005 'Shifting 
Shores' report, as well as overall progress by government and Risk Management Authorities in 
managing and adapting to coastal change. This report is now published and can be found at 
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/news/urgent-action-needed-at-our-coast.  
 

Flood & Coast Conference 2016 and launch of Project Excellence Awards 

Following the launch of the website and call for papers this summer, the Environment Agency is 
working with partners to finalise the programme for the Flood and Coast Conference taking place in 
Telford from 23 – 25 February. The 3 day conference, led by the Environment Agency, will bring 
together local authorities, owners of infrastructure, businesses and community groups to tackle the big 
challenges in flood and coastal risk management. The event will also address global climate change 
and draw on expertise and experience from the UK and around the world. For further details on Flood 
and Coast 2016 please contact Rhiannon Clancy 
 
To coincide with the conference, entries are now invited for the Environment Agency Project 
Excellence Awards for 2016, to recognise excellent project management and delivery work undertaken 
by or on behalf of the Environment Agency, including by Local Authority and Internal Drainage Boards. 
Finalists will present their projects on Wednesday 24 February 2016 in Telford as part of the Flood and 
Coast 2016 conference and exhibition.  
 

http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/news/urgent-action-needed-at-our-coast
mailto:rhiannon.clancy@environment-agency.gov.uk


 

To be eligible, the project must have been completed between 1 January 2015 and 31 December 
2015. The project will have been either managed or supported by the Environment Agency, and 
demonstrate a contribution towards protecting and improving the environment for people and 
wildlife. Demonstration of good teamwork is also essential. Full details of the award categories, 
guidance notes and a downloadable entry submission form are available via www.floodandcoast.com/. 
The entry deadline is 1 December 2015. 
 
 
 

Defra Report Publication: Flood insurance pricing, availability and 
affordability 

The research has sought to provide an baseline report on the current differential in the cost, availability 
and affordability of household insurance between those areas that are at risk of or have recently 
experienced flooding and those that have not. 
                         
 A number of strands of research were undertaken to gain an understanding of the domestic insurance 
market which included desk research, an omnibus survey, focus group and a telephone survey. 
  
The results identified that respondents living in flood risk locations paid a higher premium than those 
living in non-flood risk areas.  A high proportion of respondents held an insurance policy and there was 
some evidence that those in flood risk areas are more likely to use specialist insurance providers and 
act on recommendations from someone they know.  Although numbers were small, the indications 
were that installing PLP measures did not reduce household premiums. 
  
You can find the full report on the following webpage: 
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18844
&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2669&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Pagin
g=10#Description   
  
This is now with the Minister to formulate the next steps.  We will continue to engage with the process 
and provide updates when possible. 
 

Defra Report Publication: Reviewing key mechanisms in coastal change 
adaptation pathfinders 

This research has looked at the key mechanisms explored by some of the local authorities involved in 
coastal change adaptation pathfinders, namely roll-back and property 'buy and lease back' schemes, to 
explore their wider applicability and the need for any further enabling measures from Government.  
 
You can find the full report on the following webpage: 
 
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=19218
&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2679&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Pagin
g=10#Description 
This is now with the Minister to formulate the next steps.  We will continue to engage with the process 
and provide updates when possible. 
 
 

http://www.floodandcoast.com/
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18844&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2669&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18844&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2669&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=18844&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2669&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=19218&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2679&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=19218&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2679&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
http://randd.defra.gov.uk/Default.aspx?Menu=Menu&Module=More&Location=None&ProjectID=19218&FromSearch=Y&Publisher=1&SearchText=FD2679&SortString=ProjectCode&SortOrder=Asc&Paging=10#Description
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Report to Southern Coastal Group 

December 2015 
 

 
1.  SURVEYS 
 
1.1  Topographic Surveys 

To date, all spring, summer and autumn surveys have been completed. 

 

1.2  Bathymetric Surveys 

The contract for a swath bathymetry survey from Shoreham to Pagham Spit has been awarded to EGS 

(international) Ltd.  Survey operations are scheduled to commence March 2016. The Pagham Spit frontage 

survey will extend 3km offshore, with  the remaining  frontage extending 1 km  from Mean Low Water. 

There are provisional plans, which are subject to funding, to extend this survey to abut with the 2013 East 

Solent survey. 

 

1.3  Lidar Surveys   

The areas due  for  lidar this  flying season  (2015/16) together with progress  in data capture are shown 

overleaf.  Data capture not yet commenced. 

 

2.  HYDRODYNAMICS 
 

At  the  time  of  writing,  all 

Waverider  buoys  are 

operational.   The  tide gauge at 

Lymington  captured  Chart 

Datum  tides  during  the  so‐

called  “Supertides”  on  29/30 

October 2015.  
 

 

 
 

 

3.  ANNUAL SURVEY REPORTS 

 

The following Annual Survey Reports have been issued and remaining reports will be issued shortly: 

 Selsey Bill to Southampton Water 

 Southampton Water to Hurst Spit 

 Isle of Wight 

 Hengistbury Head to Durlston Head 

 Durlston Head to Portland Bill 
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With effect from 2016, topographic survey reports will be issued per Survey Unit following each survey; 

then  compiled  into  an Annual  Survey Report during  the  autumn.    In  this way, engineers will  receive 

information about their beaches in a more‐timely manner. 

 

4.  WEBSITE 

 

The website  now  captures  information  on  the  use  being made  of  the  downloaded  data.    For  user 

categories Local Authority and Environment Agency, Consultant working for LA/EA or other Government‐

funded project, the user will be required to state his proposed use of the data; for all other user categories, 

the user will be requested to provide some information.   

 

The Programme’s lidar data is now available for download from the website under the Open Government 

Licence (copyright Environment Agency).   The quarterly value of data downloaded from the website  is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1:  Website download values 

 

5.  GENERAL 

 
The Annual Partners’ Meeting was held on Wednesday 04 November 2015 at Field Place, Worthing. 

 

Trials on new survey technology have been carried out, including a vessel‐mounted mobile laserscanner 

and fixed wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) (jointly with the ESCP and Adur‐Worthing BC). 

 

The National Network of Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes is awaiting written confirmation of 
approval for a further 5 year continuation of the Programme. Approval is for total of £23 million for 2016/17 
to 2020/21. A review is underway to assess the implications of this reduction in funding on future survey 
programme. The procurement for the next phase of the National Network of Regional Coastal Monitoring 

Programme is now underway through Southeast Business Portal.  
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PAPER D
Purpose : For Discussion

Committee: SCOPAC

Date: JANUARY 2016

Title : RESEARCH PROGRAMME

REPORT OF THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE SCOPAC RESEARCH SUB-GROUP

1 CURRENT RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

1.1  SCOPAC MINOR PROJECTS FUND (2013/2014 AND 2014/2015)

Following the Southern Coastal Group meeting in July 2013 it was agreed the 
following Minor Project would be funded for 2013/2014 and 2014/2015.

University of Southampton – coastal sediment budget project
Minor contribution of £4,000 

The University of Southampton was awarded £4,000 as a contribution towards a 
project focusing on sediment sources and transport pathways across the Dolphin 
Bank and Dolphin Sand, within the context of the much larger sediment cell of Poole 
and Christchurch Bays.  

Key questions are:
1. Are Dolphin Sand and Dolphin Bank fed by the same sediment source?
2. What are the sediment transport pathways over and around the banks?
3. Are these banks largely relict, or are they sinks or sources of sediment to the 
coast? 

During October 2014, 60 sediment samples were collected from the Dolphin Bank 
and Dolphin Sand in Poole Bay.  These have been sieved in the lab and grain size 
trend analysis run on the samples to establish net sediment transport.  This, along 
with analysis of Regional Coastal Monitoring data, will add new information to 
establishing sediment transport directions and sources around Poole and 
Christchurch Bays. This will inform the update of the SCOPAC Sediment Transport 
Study.  

A preliminary report has been produced.  Once finalised, this will be circulated to the 
SCOPAC Research sub-group for comment before being uploaded onto the 
SCOPAC website.

Recommendation: For information
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1.2  SCOPAC MINOR PROJECTS FUND (2015/2016 AND 2016/2017)

Following the Southern Coastal Group meeting in December 2014 it was agreed that 
SCOPAC would benefit from funding the following two Minor Projects for 2015/2016 
and 2016/2017.

Dr Uwe Dornbusch (Environment Agency):  Establishing shingle transport 
pathways from the sub-tidal to the beach: Church Norton Spit 
Minor contribution of £4,000 

Church Norton Spit at Pagham Harbour, West Sussex has accreted by 
approximately 100,000m3 of material in the past 10 years, making it one of the 
largest accreting features across the SCOPAC region.

The origin of the material is unknown; therefore this study will investigate whether 
the material is transported from the sub-tidal across the nearshore bedforms to the 
shore. The sub-tidal area fronting the Pagham frontage is very shallow and covered 
with gravel. Some of this is visibly moving onshore as landforms (Inner Owers) but 
there are some peculiar shingle features at right angles to the beach that are thought 
to act as transport corridors.

SCOPAC has awarded £4,000 as a contribution towards the project to establish 
offshore to onshore shingle transport pathways at Church Norton Spit.  Investigation 
of the nearshore bedforms will be achieved using two approaches: 

1) A desktop GIS approach using South-east Regional Monitoring Programme data 
to capture changes over the last 10 to 15 years. 
2) Sediment tracing using the methods developed by the Eastern Solent Coastal 
Partnership to document shingle movement under different conditions.

The project was instigated by Dr Uwe Dornbusch of the Environment Agency, Arun 
DC and Chichester DC and is being led by Dr Cherith Moses from the University of 
Sussex with input from Professor David Sear from the University of Southampton.  
The Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership will provide the tracer study retrieval 
equipment.

Lucy White from the University of Sussex has collected the native pebbles from the 
beach.  These pebbles have been drilled and the Radio Frequency Identification 
Tags fixed in place.  The plan is to undertake three monthly deployments this winter.

Dr Andy Pearce (Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership):  Beach response in front 
of structures in open coast
Minor contribution of £4,000 

Lowering of beaches in front of coastal structures is widely accepted as a leading 
cause of failure.  Beach lowering and toe scour is difficult to detect as the receding 
tide and storm waves tend to bury this evidence and any damage to structure 
foundations.

The SCOPAC region includes numerous beach structures at risk of scour, with 
foundations of poorly known depth and condition. Improved understanding of the 
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scour risk at these structures will help SCOPAC members to better manage the 
scour risk and to design scour resistant replacements.

The Eastern Solent Coastal Partnership (ESCP) will undertake a scoping study to 
develop a cost effective method to determine maximum scour depth in front of 
coastal structures during a storm event. The first stage of the project is to conduct a 
test deployment at the ESCP’s own risk to confirm the most effective method for 
installing scour monitoring equipment into a beach. Subject to a successful test, the 
ESCP will apply the SCOPAC funding to undertake a deployment at a seawall 
structure in winter 2016/17 to measure changes in storm beach levels and maximum 
scour depth.

The ESCP have commenced the scoping stage of the project, building on the 
experience of Amanda Holland, a Ph.D student studying short term beach level 
changes at Hayling Island.  The ESCP have scoped appropriate sites within the 
Partnership frontage to undertake the pilot deployment.  Stokes Bay west is the 
preferred test site given the frequent beach lowering.  A further site at Hill Head is 
being monitored closely as a potential site, however due to the observed volatility of 
the beach levels at this location the equipment may be at too much risk if deployed 
here. An alternative fall back site is also being sought. The scour monitor 
deployment methodology will be developed in conjunction with local contractors for 
testing early 2016.  

Recommendation: For information

1.3  MONITORING OF POOLE NEARSHORE REPLENISHMENT TRIALS
Channel Coastal Observatory: £15,000 from SCOPAC and £116,000 from EA R+D 
fund (2015 – 2016)

SCOPAC are contributing £15,000 towards the monitoring of a trial which has placed 
30,000 m3 of sand on the seabed, allowing natural processes to push it onshore to 
replenish the beaches in Poole Bay.  This technique has not been tested in the 
United Kingdom to date.

The project commenced in February 2015, and involved the Borough of Poole 
working in partnership with Poole Harbour Commissioners, the Environment Agency, 
University of Southampton and the Channel Coastal Observatory.  Poole Harbour 
Commissioners provided the sand from maintenance dredging of Poole Harbour 
entrance, thereby recycling the sand back into the system, rather than dumping it 
offshore.

The works were undertaken between the 9th and 14th February 2015, when 
30,000m3 of sand was placed on the sea bed approximately 450m offshore at 
Canford Cliffs Chine in Poole Bay.  Six survey sets have been completed since the 
material was placed on the sea bed. Each set consists of a topographic survey of the 
beach and a bathymetric survey of the sea bed.  The tracer searches have been 
completed and the Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) has received the final 
results.

The Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) is still in position.  This measures the 
speed, direction and turbidity of water currents using sound waves.  With the ADCP 
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installed, any turbidity difference between the trial and conventional beach recharge 
can be assessed.  Further analysis of the silt traps is in progress.

Analysis of the results is on going by the CCO and will be published as soon as they 
are available.  A leaflet has been produced, outlining preliminary results 
http://scopac.org.uk/29%20July%20Poole%20Bay%20Nearshore%20Trial%20LOW
%20RES%20Final%20%20inc%20EA-CCO%20comments.pdf 

Funding provided is as follows:
 
  *   Environment Agency: £130,000 for the placing of sand on the seabed
  *   Environment Agency Research & Development Fund: £116,000 for monitoring
  *   SCOPAC: a further £15,000 towards monitoring costs
 
Recommendation: For information

1.4 SCANNING OF HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTORGAPHY 
Environment Agency: £11,000 (2015 - 2017) 

Analysis of historical aerial photography is fundamental to understanding coastal 
evolution and change.  The Environment Agency has now scanned almost all Annual 
Beach Monitoring Survey aerial photography negatives in collaboration with the 
National Collection of Aerial Photography and Blom.  A number of Local Authorities 
hold historical aerial photography from the 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s, 1990’s and the 
millennium.  It would be useful to scan the photography in order to obtain a good 
coverage for each year across the SCOPAC region.  Post 2002, aerial photography 
is captured across the SCOPAC region as part of the South-east Regional Coastal 
Monitoring Programme for 2002, 2008 and 2013.  

This project will produce an inventory of the historical aerial photography held by 
each council within the SCOPAC region.  Once the inventory is produced, the project 
will decide what aerial photography years to scan.  The project will make the 
scanned aerial photography freely available where copyright permits.  A call has 
been sent to all local authorities in the SCOPAC region to indicate what historical 
aerial photography is held.  

http://scopac.org.uk/29%20July%20Poole%20Bay%20Nearshore%20Trial%20LOW%20RES%20Final%20%20inc%20EA-CCO%20comments.pdf
http://scopac.org.uk/29%20July%20Poole%20Bay%20Nearshore%20Trial%20LOW%20RES%20Final%20%20inc%20EA-CCO%20comments.pdf
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1.5  BOURNEMOUTH BOROUGH COUNCIL: DISMANTLING OF TIMBER 
GROYNES
Bournemouth Borough Council: £10,000 (2015 - 2017) 

Bournemouth Borough Council is planning to deconstruct 13 timber groynes over the 
next two years which were built in 1985 to 1987.
 
8 groynes in early 2016:
#25, #26  Greenheart
#27, #28 #29 #30 #31 Ekki
#32 Balau and Jarrah
 
5 groynes in early 2017:
#33 Jarrah & Balau
#34 Greenheart
#35 Opepe
+ 2 more Greenheart
 
All other groynes along the frontage are greenheart.

This is a golden opportunity to assess the relative merits of 5 timber types after a 29-
year field test.  Bournemouth Borough Council plan to carefully dismantle each 
groyne, numbering each plank to record its original location in terms of distance from 
seaward end & level.  Any planks that are “unworn” will be set aside for re-use in 
new groynes and will not require further assessment.
 
Any “worn” planks will be assessed as to the degree of Gribble infestation and the 
degree of abrasion; and relate both factors to location on the groyne.  The SCOPAC 
funds will be used for the scientific analysis which will be undertaken by Jon Williams 
of TRADA.

Recommendation: For information

1.6  MAINTENANCE OF COASTAL STRUCTURES - PHASE 1: TIMBER 
GROYNES

Update to be discussed at the meeting.

Recommendation: For information
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1.7  UPDATE OF THE SCOPAC SEDIMENT TRANSPORT STUDY
Channel Coastal Observatory: £150,000 (2013 - 2016) – funded by the Environment 
Agency with contributions from SCOPAC 

The SCOPAC Sediment Transport Study (2004) is being updated by the Channel 
Coastal Observatory (http://www.scopac.org.uk/sediment-transport-update.html).  
The last update was undertaken in 2004 by the original authors, Dr Malcolm Bray, 
Dave Carter and Prof Janet Hooke.  Since 2004 a wealth of data has been collected 
by the South-east and South-west Regional Coastal Monitoring Programmes.  This 
data, along with new literature is being incorporated into the update.  The following 
has been completed to date:

• Where data have been available, sediment budget calculations have been 
completed for Start Point to Straight Point and Isle of Wight, and reviewed and 
completed for Hurst Spit to Beachy Head to ensure a consistent approach. A number 
of other units are in progress. 
• For these units, maps have been revised to reflect updates to sediment 
transport arrow directions, volumes, types, legend, title and labels, etc. 
• A 'final' draft map for these areas have been produced, in readiness for 
discussion with the steering group and subsequently review by the relevant Coastal 
Engineers.  
• Topographic, bathymetric, lidar and aerial photography data have been 
compiled for the remaining areas (between Exmouth and Portland) and Digital 
Terrain Modelss produced in preparation for analysis. 
• Further to the review of the literature already undertaken, additional 
amendments and comments have been drafted for the unit descriptions with respect 
to data sources, quantification of sediment transport, etc. 
• A summary narrative has been compiled for each unit documenting 
procedure, queries, technical issues and other supplementary notes, which will aid 
future discussions. 
• The existing maps have links to a number of photographs. These photographs 
(and links) have been reviewed, descriptions and copyrights amended, and 
additional supporting photographs and attributions have been identified for 
consideration for inclusion in revised versions of web-based maps; these include 
both plan shape and oblique photographs. 
• All available swath bathymetry data have been collated along with 
substrate/seabed interpretation mapping. Descriptions of the substrate type, 
bedforms and information relating to mobility of sediments, and areas of exposed or 
partially exposed bedrocks have been drafted for the units covering Beachy Head to 
Newhaven, Shoreham to East Head and the Isle of Wight. 

Once all units have been progressed to a consistent level of assessment, the revised 
maps and descriptions will be sent to each Coastal Engineer for comment.

Recommendation: For information

http://www.scopac.org.uk/sediment-transport-update.html
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1.8  REDUCING REGIONAL FLOOD AND EROSION RISK FROM WAVE ACTION 
ON THE CHANNEL COAST PROJECT

Channel Coastal Observatory and HR Wallingford: £250,000 (2014 - 2017) – funded 
by the Environment Agency with contributions from SCOPAC 

A region-wide assessment to examine the impacts of combined swell and storm 
(bimodal) waves on the shingle beaches of the SCOPAC region is being undertaken 
by the Channel Coastal Observatory.  The three year study is investigating 
improvements to definition of standards of service for coastal schemes, improved 
flood forecasting, and improved definition of design wave conditions.

The test facility at HR Wallingford was used to undertake the modelling.  Initial tests 
on a standard beach profile demonstrated a correlation between an increase in the 
storm berm elevation and landward migration of the storm berm, with increasing 
swell.   Site specific modelling was undertaken for Hurst Spit, Chesil Beach and 
Hayling Island, whereby actual storm events were tested on a measured profile.  
Analysis of the generic results are on-going to establish exactly what spectra were 
achieved at each wave probe compared to what was being generated at the paddle 
(due to wave interactions/breaking/shoaling etc.). HR Wallingford are analysing the 
measured profiles to find generic equations to describe them. 

Once the relationship between the exact wave conditions produced and the type of 
profile formed is established, work will start on the required parameters to feed into 
the equations to accurately predict the profile response. A user friendly predictive 
model will then be produced for the engineers, for which testing will start in the new 
year.  The site specific tests will be used to validate the model. 

Recommendation: For information

Contact: Dr Samantha Cope (Chairperson of the Research Sub-Group),                                              
sam.cope@havant.gov.uk, tel 02392 446381

mailto:sam.cope@havant.gov.uk



